


A SPECIES ON THE BRINK & 
CENTURIES OF INJUSTICE

Impending extinction comes to a tipping point 
for one of  the world's most iconic species and 
ecosystems, revealing the true nature of  our 
interconnectedness.  For two young filmmakers, 
this crisis sparks a stunning journey across the 
Pacific Northwest, joining activists, scientists 
and Indigenous leaders, to uncover corruption 

and stop injustice before it ’s too late.

@coextinctionfilm
www.coextinctionfilm.com



The globally beloved Southern Resident killer  
whales  — known from Free Willy and Blackfish — are  
starving and dying.  We wanted to find out why, and 
how we could help save them.  In a journey across the  
Paci ic Northwest — speaking with experts, tracking grizzly  
bears, swimming with salmon, and more — we learn that  
this story is about so much more than endangered orcas. 

In cinematic 4K, Coextinction is a full-feature documentary
packed with character-driven, on-the-ground and investigative 

storytelling.  The audience discovers that to save the  
Southern Resident orca, we must first understand the  

true nature of our interconnectedness — where social  
and environmental justice intersects. 

The film exposes the devastating faults in corrupt, 
oppressive systems at the root of the extinction  

crisis. Coextinction is a profound and emotional  
story which amplifies Indigenous visions for  

change, and inspires bold action to save  
the orca and our collective future.

ORCA REMAIN, 
TIME'S RUNNING OUT75 



For lasting impact and distribution, we're 
tapping into a global audience, an estab-
lished community that cares, and a reach 
of over 5 million people online

We're looking to promote coexistence and bold action to save the orca and 
salmon, to protect our oceans and our collective future. But, we can't do it 
alone. We're looking for engaged and forward-thinking partners like you to 
join "The Pod" and help drive lasting, real change.

With your help, Coextinction could be the next Blackfish, Sharkwater Extinction, 
or Sea Of Shadows — a modern documentary talked about by people around 
the world. From the start, we've understood the power of collaboration and 
social media. Thanks to our partners, community and media contacts — like 
Tentree, Outside Magazine, Mission Blue, and "The Pod" — we'll reach over  
5 million people during the film's promotion and release in 2021 and 2022.

  Timely, important story

  4K cinema, original score

  Community backed

    Stop environmental & social injustice

    Amplify Indigenous voices

    Bold action and impact plan

Join us for distribution, screenings, impact campaigns and a bright future of 
community building both online and off.  We bring together influencers, artists, 
brands and organizations — you'll join hundreds of Kickstarter backers, Pacific Wild, 
Surfrider, and many more — to make change. We're also in talks with distributors 
like Netflix, Dogwoof, Off The Fence, as well as festivals like VIMFF and Jackson 
Wild, to meet our goal for Coextinction to be seen around the world.
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